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Band: Denouncement Pyre (AUS) 

Genre: Black / Death Metal 

Label: Hells Headbangers Records 

Albumtitle: Black Sun Unbound 

Duration: 49:49 

Releasedate: 22.07.2016 

 

With this, the Australian-based Denouncement Pyre pour out a strong piece of Black Metal. Although the 

information sheet also lists "Death Meta", the proportion of this genre keeps within limits. 

 

The Australian orientate themselves toward the old Bathory and Dissection, meaning that the riffs oscillate between 

icy cold nasty, hymnal rapid and typical disharmonic shredding. Also they are not permanently stepping on the gas 

pedal, which is really beneficial for some songs, as it creates a gloomy morbid but nevertheless epic atmosphere. 

And with this variety enters the structure. 

 

Concerning the vocal performance, one could name it Death Metal, but at that point the boundaries to Black Metal 

are blurring anyhow.  

When it comes to the production, the album is turned out legit but mangy enough, a typical Black Metal output from 

a general point of view which contains everything that already had been there before... 

If there would not be the intelligent and slightly progressive arrangements, one could speak about boring mass good. 

But by that one would not do justice to the band. 

 

Just because of this variety it is really enjoyable to listen to this album and, above all, it all makes sense because 

these guys know what they do. And this, in fact, cannot be asserted about all the bands within this genre. 

 

Conclusion: 

Really solid work with good ideas put in songs that will not get boring and can be discovered again in new facets.  

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/DENOUNCEMENTPYRE/ 

 

Lineup: 

 

D. – Vocals, Guitars 

M. - Guitars 

R. - Bass 

L. - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Abnegate 

02. Deathless Dreaming 

03. Wounds Of Golgotha 

04. World Encircler 

05. Scars Adorn The Whore In Red 

06. Transform The Aether 

07. Black Sun Unbound 

08. Revere The Pyre 

09. Witness 

10. Sophrosune 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Sebbi 


